Cannes Highlight

The
Starry Sky
Above Me
by Ilan Klipper
France / Comedy / 2017 / 77' / FR

Bruno published a critically acclaimed novel in
1996: a bright future awaited him.
Twenty years later, his dreams are stronger than
ever, but he is still struggling to write his second
novel… Until his loved ones decide on a very
special intervention.
Produced by bathysphere

Highlight

Thirst
Street
by Nathan Silver
France, USA / Romance, Black Comedy /
2017 / 83’ / ENG, FR
Gina, an American flight attendant, falls in with a
Parisian bartender on a layover only to find herself tangled in a web of deception, delusion and
unrequited amour fou.
Produced by In Vivo Films, Paper Moon & Washington Square Films (A Most Violent Year, Margin Call)
Starring Damien Bonnard (Staying Vertical),
Lindsay Burdge & Esther Garrel
Director of Photography: Sean Price Williams
"Too wickedly crafty to not feel ardent
affection for. [A-]" The Playlist
"A cinematic treat that will make cinephiles
salivate: Rainer Werner Fassbinder doing
Simon Killer" Indiewire

Highlight

Dhogs
by Andrés Goteira
Spain / Thriller / 2017 / 85’ / GL

The intimacy of a hotel room. The immensity of
a desert. A desolate gas station. In these picturesque sets, hideous crimes occur...
Dhogs is a very borderline and compelling mind
distorter, marking the impressive debut of what is
sure to become a major talent in the genre world.

Highlight

Kuso
by Flying Lotus
USA / Apocalyptic Comedy / 2017 / 105’ / EN

Events turn into a nightmare after a devastating
earthquake in Los Angeles. A psychedelic trip
into the twisted lives of the survived.
" Ewwwww!... Is this Sundance's grossest
movie ever?" Variety
"Feels like the world is on fire, but we’re all
just going to smile anyway" The Verge

Midnight Section

Highlight

Free and
Easy
by Jun Geng
China / Black Comedy / 2017 / 97’ / ZH

When a traveling soap salesman arrives in a
desolate Chinese town, a crime occurs, and
sets the strange residents against each other
with tragicomic results.
Produced by Blackfin (Kaili Blues)
"Fascinating. An impressive mastery of
cinema" The Hollywood Reporter

Highlight

Friendly
Beast
by Gabriela Almeida
Brazil / Thriller / 2017 / 96’ / POR

A violent survival, focusing on a restaurant owner
who turns tables on an attacker and, with the
help of his staff, ends up holding everyone inside
hostage.
Produced by RT Features (Call Me By Your Name,
The Witch, Love)

In Sales

Sister of
Mine
by Pedro Aguilera
Spain, Colombia / Romance / 2017 / 94’ / ES

Oliver, a young film director discovers on an
erotic website that the protagonist of one of
the videos is his younger half-sister Aurora. In
the process of finding out what she was doing
there, Oliver will become fascinated by Aurora.
Produced by Cristina Gallego (Embrace of the
Serpent)
Starring Ivana Baquero (Pan's Labyrinth)

In Sales

Mansfield
66/67
by P. David Ebersole & Todd
Hughes

USA / Biopic, Documentary / 2017 / 85’ / EN

The last two years of movie goddess Jayne
Mansfield's life, and the rumors swirling
around her untimely death being caused by
a curse, after her alleged romantic affair with
Anton LaVey, head of the Church of Satan.
Produced by The Ebersole Hughes Company
(Room 237)
"Hugely Entertaining" Screen
"A bright and bouncy primer on the short,
chaotic life of ill-fated sex-bomb Jayne
Mansfield" The Hollywood Reporter

In Sales

Those
Who Make
Revolution
Halfway...
by Mathieu Denis & Simon Lavoie
Canada / Epic Political Drama / 2016 / FR
Four twenty-somethings from Quebec reject the
world in which they live. Three years after the collapse of the "Maple Spring" protest movement,
they resort to a form of vandalism that gradually
leads them closer to terrorism.
Best Canadian Film in TIFF
Crystal Bear Special Mention in Berlinale
Generation14+
Grand Prize Avant-Garde & Genre Competition
in BAFICI
"Explosive and pulsing with vitality, this
political epic should provoke lively conversations worldwide" Variety

In Sales

If I Think
of Germany
at Night
by Romuald Karmakar
Germany / Music Documentary / 2017 / 100' /
DE, FR

A look at five pioneers of electronic music:
Ricardo Villalobos, Sonja Moonear, Ata, Roman
Flügel, David Moufang/Move D.
In between eloquent thoughts from the musicians in interviews, quiet observations of them
at work at their DJ home and images of sweating
masses at raves, a selective image gradually and
very quietly emerges of a music scene in transition.
"These Djs may save your life"
The Hollywood Reporter

In Sales

Gurgaon
by Shanker Raman
India / Thriller / 2017 / 107' / HI

To repay a debt he owes to a rival gang, Nikki
Singh tries to blackmail his uncaring father, a
crime lord in Gurgaon. He decides to kidnap his
own sister, but things don’t go as planned.
Produced by Jar Pictures
"The best noir I have seen made in recent
times" Anurag Kashyap
"Wonderful... A very effective thriller"
Screen Anarchy

In Sales

Maudite
Poutine
by Karl Lemieux
Canada / Crime Drama / 2016 / 93' / FR

Caught stealing drugs from the wrong people, 27
year old Vincent is in trouble and on the run from
the local mob.
Fleeing to the backwoods, Vincent unexpectedly
reconnects with his brother Michel with whom
he'd cut ties many years ago.
Produced by Metafilms (It's Only the End of the
World, Boris without Beatrice)
"Drenched in visual imagery, Lemieux's
style remains remarkably consistent, rooted
in high contrast celluloid, his images spare
and raw" Screen Anarchy

In Sales

Park
by Sofia Exarchou
Greece / Youth Drama / 2016 / 100’ / GR, ENG

Athens Olympic Village, ten years after the Games:
wilding youths, injured retired athletes and stray
dogs among ruins and decaying sports venues.
Produced by Faliro House (Love is Strange, The
Lobster, Queen of Earth)
New Directors Award in San Sebastian
"The spirit of Harmony Korine and
Larry Clark looms large in this spiky
drama" Screen
"Life changing and universal"
Abel Ferrara

In SalesNext
What's

Cléo &
Paul
by Stéphane Demoustier
France / Adventure / 2017 / FR

Lost in Paris, Cléo is looking for Paul and Paul
is looking for Cléo. A poetic adventure lived in
3-year-old kids’ shoes.
Produced by Année Zero
Starring Vimala Pons (Elle) and Anders Danielsen
Lie (Oslo, August 31st)

Shortcuts

Jodilerks Dela Cruz,
Employee of the Month
by Carlo Francisco Manatad
Philippines / Punk Digital / 2017 / 13’ / TL

Jodilerks is on her last day of duty as a gas station attendant.
But her night is just getting started.

Manila Death Squad
by Dean Colin Marcial
Philippines / Punk Digital / 2017 / 13’ / TL, EN
At the end of 2016, over 6000 drug suspects were killed in the
Philippine War on Drugs. In this modern-day "sweet spaghetti"
western, an ambitious young journalist attempts to score an interview with the ruthless leader of a violent vigilante group over
an increasingly high-stakes drinking game.

Shortcuts

Brothers
in Arms

Sarah
Winchester

by Shannon Naudé

by Bertrand Bonello

France / Short / 2016 / 10' / FR

France / Short / 2016 / 23' / FR

Two boxers with a singular relation are united by
their fighting spirit and their will to surpass themselves. They lead a joint struggle to strive.

An opera ballet that doesn't exist. A ghost-like
piece, played in Opera Bastille and danced at
Opera Garnier: SARAH WINCHESTER, her grief,
her madness, her home and her ghosts.

Our Catalog

Heaven
Knows What

Lenny
Cooke

by Benny & Josh Safdie

by Benny & Josh Safdie

USA / Junkie Romance / 2014 / 94’ / EN

USA / Sports Documentary / 2013 / 88’ / EN

A vagabond couple in NYC battling addiction
amidst a manic love affair. Based on a book
by Arielle Homes, acted by Arielle Holmes and
lived by Arielle Holmes.

Too fast, too strong, too good… too soon. What
happens when an American dream comes too
early? This epic documentary follows former high
school basketball star Lenny Cooke, who in 2001
ranked highest in the US, but never quite made it.

Produced by Hardstyle & Iconoclast
Produced by Shop Korn Productions
"The best of its type since Requiem for a
Dream" Indiewire

Our Catalog

Ruined
Heart

Very Brief Life
of an Ember

by Khavn de la Cruz

by Khavn de la Cruz

Phillipines, Germany / Crime, Romance & Music /
2014 / 73’ / EN

Philippines, Germany / No Future Revenge Odyssey /
2016 / 85' / TL

Another love story between a criminal and a
whore: this is not a punk noir opera.

A bunch of 10-year-old kids rob and kill at
mercy. When a bank robbery goes wrong they
are all sent to jail. Twenty years later they are released but then start disappearing one by one.

Produced by Rapid Eye Movie
Photography by Chris Doyle and starring
Tadanobu Asano (Silence, Ichi The Killer)

Produced by Rapid Eye Movie
"One of the most punk rock filmmakers on
the planet" Screen Anarchy

Our Catalog

Psycho
Raman

La
Noche

by Anurag Kashyap

by Edgardo Castro

India / Thriller / 2016 / 128’ / HI

Argentina / Drama / 2016 / 135’ / ES

A serial killer, Raman, sees his alter ego in a
borderline cop, Raghav. From now on, Raman will
have but one goal in life: make Raghav break bad.

Long nights and loneliness in the underbelly
of Buenos Aires. Shot over four years with non
actors, sex workers and creatures of the night.
Lived, directed and acted by Edgardo Castro.

Produced by Phantom
"A stunning, violent, and complex work of
art" Screen Anarchy

"An accumulation of excesses burning
with a power and credibility that remind the
best cinematic moments of trouble maker
Gaspar Noé" La Nación

Our Catalog

Death
by Death

The
Similars

by Xavier Seron

by Isaac Ezban

Belgium, France / Black Comedy / 2016 / 90' / FR

Mexico / Sci-Fi Horror / 2015 / 90’ / ES

Full of deadpan visual humour, this tale focuses on a relationship of anxious part-time actor
Michel and his ailing, overly attached mother,
who has been told that she is living on borrowed
time, but has no intention of dying.

On the rainy night of October 2nd 1968, eight
characters waiting for a bus heading to Mexico
City at a remote bus station in the middle of nowhere, start to experience a strange phenomenon.

"Hilarious, gorgeous and touching" The
Hollywood Reporter

"Remarkably entertaining, a terrific movie"
Joe Dante

Our Catalog

Free
in Deed

Land
Legs

by Jake Mahaffy

by Samuel Collardey

USA, New Zealand / Drama / 2015 / 95’ / EN

France / Social Drama / 2015 / 89’ / FR

Set in the world of storefront churches, one man
attempts to perform a miracle. The more he prays,
the more things spiral out of control.

Dom has always been a sea dog. When
his 16-year-old daughter gets pregnant, he
has to face his father responsibilities on land.

4 Nominations at the Independant Spirit Awards
2017

Produced by Geko Films
Best Actor in Venice Orizzonti

"Illuminating. A deserving winner of top
honors in Venice’s Horizons strand" Variety

Our Catalog

Free
Radicals

The
Comedy

by Pip Chodorov

by Rick Alverson

France / Documentary / 2010 / 83’ / EN

USA / Comedy / 2012 / 95' / EN

A personal window into the history of experimental cinema, Free Radicals is a beautiful essay
from a film community insider.

Indifferent to the notion of inheriting his father’s
estate, aging New Yorker passes time with his
friends in games of mock sincerity and irreverence.

Produced by Sacrebleu Productions

Produced by Glass Eye Pix & Greyshack Films
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